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This document contains information with respect to:

▪ amendments to, including an extension of, the amended and restated capacity purchase agreement effective January 1,
2015, between Air Canada and Jazz Aviation LP (the “CPA Amendments”), and

▪ an investment by Air Canada in Class B Voting Shares of Chorus Aviation Inc. (the “Investment”).

The coming into force of the CPA Amendments and the completion of the Investment are conditional on each other and are
subject to a number of conditions, including ratification of a tentative agreement between Jazz and the Air Line Pilots
Association International on behalf of Jazz’s pilots, and satisfaction of the conditions contained in the Toronto Stock
Exchange’s conditional listing approval relating to the investment. There are no assurances that the transactions will be
completed as described in this presentation or at all, or that they will deliver any projected benefits.

All projections use an estimated U.S. to Canadian currency exchange rate of $1.26.
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This presentation contains “forward-looking information” as defined under applicable Canadian securities laws. Forward-looking information is identified by the use of terms and

phrases such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “predict”, “project”, “will”, “would”, and similar terms and phrases, including

references to assumptions. Such information may involve but is not limited to comments with respect to strategies, expectations, planned operations or future actions.

Forward-looking information relates to analyses and other information that are based on forecasts of future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable and other

uncertain events. Forward-looking information, by its nature, is based on assumptions, including those described below, and is subject to important risks and uncertainties. Any

forecasts or forward-looking predictions or statements cannot be relied upon due to, among other things, external events, changing market conditions and general uncertainties

of the business. Such statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ

materially from those expressed in the forward-looking information. The coming into force of the CPA amendments and the completion of Air Canada’s equity investment in

Chorus are subject to a number of conditions (including ratification of a tentative agreement between Jazz and the Air Line Pilots Association International on behalf of Jazz’s

pilots, and satisfaction of the conditions contained in the Toronto Stock Exchange’s conditional listing approval relating to Air Canada’s investment in Chorus) and there are no

assurances that they will be completed as described in this presentation or at all, or that they will deliver any projected benefits.

Other factors that could cause results to differ materially from those expressed in this presentation include, without limitation, changes in Air Canada’s financial condition or

prospects; adverse developments affecting the airline industry generally; risks relating to aircraft leasing (such as the financial condition of lessees, availability of aircraft, access to

capital, fluctuations in aircraft market values, competition and political risks); litigation or regulatory action; and future changes (if any) to Chorus’ dividend policy. For a further

discussion of risks, please refer to Chorus’ Annual Information Form dated February 14, 2018, and Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Results of Operations and Financial

Condition dated February 14, 2018 and November 13, 2018. All forward-looking information in this presentation represents Chorus’ expectations as of January 24, 2019 and is

subject to change after such date. However, Chorus disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information whether as a result of new

information, future events or otherwise, except as required under applicable securities laws.

CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION
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About Chorus
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TSX: CHR
Ticker symbol

Current monthly dividend of
$0.04 per share (DRIP at 4% 
discount)

~ $286 million
Adjusted EBITDA - 2017

~ $1.4 billion
Operating revenue - 2017

Focused on enhancing long-
term shareholder value

~ 140 million
Outstanding shares (1)

~ $1 Billion
Market capitalization (2)

Consistently profitable
since becoming publicly 
traded in 2006

(1)  Outstanding Chorus shares as of January 14, 2019: 140,210,174
(2)  Calculated using closing price of Chorus shares of $7.24 on the TSX on January 14, 2019.

CHORUS AT A GLANCE
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Regional Aviation Services Regional Aircraft Leasing

CHORUS BUSINESS SEGMENTS
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Regional Aircraft Leasing
Airline Operations Aircraft Leasing Under the CPA

 Chorus Aviation Capital (CAC) is a 

regional aircraft lessor with a 

committed fleet of 34 aircraft1:

 11 x ATR 72s

 11 x Q400s

 4 x CRJ100s

 2 x CRJ900s

 4 x E190s

 2 x E195s

 CAC’s committed portfolio spans 12 

customers in 12 countries on 6 

continents.

1Includes aircraft which have not yet been delivered but for 

which lease agreements have been signed.  See cautionary 

statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4.

Operations conducted through Jazz and 
Voyageur subsidiaries:

 Jazz operates scheduled service through a 
CPA with Air Canada, under the Air Canada 
Express Brand.

 Jazz operates charter flights for a variety 
of customers.

 Voyageur Airways provides specialized 
contract flying globally.

 Voyageur Aerotech, Voyageur Avparts and 
Jazz Technical Services carry out 
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 
(“MRO”) and spare part services.

 This segment includes corporate expenses 
such as: interest on Convertible Units, 
executive and share-based compensation 
costs, and professional fees.

 Jazz currently earns leasing revenue 
under the CPA:

 34 x Q400s
 5 x CRJ 900s
 8 x Dash 8-300s
 5 x PW150 engines

 $92.3 million in aircraft leasing revenue 
under the CPA in Q3 2018.

 Eleven additional Dash 8-300s to 
undergo an extended service program 
and earn leasing revenue under the 
CPA.  Eight ESPs to be completed by the 
end of 2019 and the remainder by no 
later than December 31, 2022.

CHORUS BUSINESS SEGMENTS

REGIONAL AVIATION SERVICES
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Regional Aviation Services

CPA LeasingContracted Flying MRO
▪ Jazz is Air Canada’s primary regional 

supplier, ~ 70% of total regional 
capacity

▪ Voyageur provides specialized, 
contracted flying services to blue 
chip customers, operating logistical, 
medical and humanitarian type 
missions

▪ Chorus owns the majority of the aircraft 
operated by Jazz under the CPA – unique in 
the Canadian regional industry

▪ Jazz Technical Services provides traditional 
heavy maintenance activities on 
Bombardier and Embraer 135/145 aircraft; 
24/7 operation enables quick turn times

▪ Voyageur conducts specialty MRO services 
and is Transport Canada, FAA and 
European Aviation Safety Agency 
approved

▪ Aircraft part out and part sales capabilities 
through Voyageur Avparts
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2019 CPA amendments*

Stability, predictability and strong economics

* See Notice to Reader on slide 3.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF 2019 CPA AMENDMENTS

▪ 10-year term extension to December 31, 2035

▪ ~$2.5 billion in contracted revenue over 17-year term
• $1.6 billion from aircraft leasing
• $858 million from fixed fees

▪ $97.26 million equity investment in Chorus by Air Canada
• 9.99% initial ownership in Chorus
• 60-month investment hold
• DRIP enrollment and standstill
• Right to nominate one director to Chorus Board

▪ Modernization of CPA fleet and increased leasing under the CPA

▪ Reduced margin risk for Jazz
• Limited exposure on controllable cost of $2 million annually

▪ Growth of aircraft leasing business outside the CPA

Seizing a unique opportunity to strengthen Chorus

See cautionary statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4. 
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 17-Year contractual term 
commitment from Air Canada 
extending to December 31, 2035

 Air Canada’s commitment to hold 
its investment for 60 months 
aligns both parties’ interests, 
along with participation in the 
dividend re-investment program 
and customary standstill 
provisions

 Pilot flow agreement with Air 
Canada offers career path for Jazz 
pilots, making Jazz an employer 
of choice

 A modernized fleet and an 
experienced and seasoned airline 
management team

 Minimum fleet count defined to 
2035 creates floor for fixed fee 
revenue determination

 Implementation of guardrails de-
risks the annual rate setting 
process and limits Chorus’ margin 
compression to a maximum $2 
million annually; no limit on 
annual variances in current 
agreement

 Defined commitments on leased 
aircraft under the amended CPA 
provides visibility on future 
contracted lease revenue and 
further diversification of revenue 
stream

 Up to $2.5 billion in contracted 
fixed fees and aircraft leasing over 
term of the amended CPA

 $858 million in minimum Fixed Fee 
revenue over the term of the 
amended CPA

 $1.6 billion in contracted leasing 
revenue over term of the amended 
CPA

 Up to $58 million in available 
performance incentives

 Amended CPA operating fleet 
commitments present an additional 
future lease extension/renewal 
opportunity post 2025

Stability Predictability Strong Economics1

1See slides 19, 20 and 21 for the principles underlying the future economics.
See cautionary statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4.

2019 CPA AMENDMENTS PROVIDE LONG-TERM CERTAINTY
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CPA
2019-2020

Amended
CPA

2019 - 2020

CPA
2021-2025

Amended
CPA

2021-2025

CPA
2026-2035

Amended
CPA

2026-2035

TOTAL
CPA

TOTAL
Amended

CPA

253 266
593 748

134

577

980

1,6102

223 151

325
308

399

548

858

Aircraft Leasing and Fixed Fee Revenue
(Millions CAD$)

Fixed Fee

Aircraft Leasing

▪ Total aircraft leasing and fixed fee 
revenue under the amended CPA 
increases by ~$940 million versus the 
current contract

▪ Near-term fixed fee reductions more 
than offset by term extension and 
aircraft leasing

▪ Aircraft leasing driving approximately 
65% of the contracted revenue for 
the term of the amended agreement

▪ Potential for additional lease 
extensions/renewals under the 
amended CPA with Air Canada 
beyond 2025

▪ Maximum available performance 
incentives reduce to an average of 
$3.4 million annually over the term 
• As these are variable in nature, they 

are not included in the contracted 
revenue figures

Combined Value 
~$2.5 Billion in Minimum 

Contracted Revenue

$476

$918

$417

$976
$1,056

$2,468

$1,528

$1341

1 Certain current aircraft leases under the current CPA extend past December 31, 2025
2 ‘Total Amended CPA’ column includes contracted aircraft leasing for 2036 and beyond estimated at $19 million (refer to slide 21)
See cautionary statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4.

Increased Total Value of ~$940 M

TOTAL CONTRACTED REVENUE TO INCREASE BY ~$940 MILLION
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 9 new CRJ900s 
added to fleet 
in 2020

 12 existing 
Q400 aircraft 
extended to 
20303

Amended CPA  
Commitments

Contracted Lease 
Revenue

~$420 million

Estimated
Revenue

~$210 million
TBD

Amended CPA 
Future 

Commitments
 5 aircraft will be 

added to the 
covered fleet in 
2025 at market 
lease rents and 
will generate  
lease revenue 
under the 
amended CPA

(Specific aircraft type to 
be determined, therefore 
the contracted lease 
revenue is an  estimate) 

 Opportunity to lease 
more of the existing 
or new aircraft to Air 
Canada through the 
amended CPA from 
2026 to 2035 with an 
average of 52 of the 
75+seat aircraft 
becoming available at 
the expiry of the 
current lease term, 
occurring within the 
term of the amended 
CPA

(Refer to slide 8 for details)

Amended CPA
Future 

Opportunities

CPA 
Commitments

 Current 
contracted lease 
commitment 
continues under 
amended 
agreement 
(except for tail 
end of 3 Q400s)
▪ 34 Q400s
▪ 5 CRJ900s
▪ 19 DH300s2

▪ 5 engines

Contracted Lease 
Revenue

~$980 million

~$1.6 
billion

By 2022, Chorus will have 671 aircraft on lease to Air Canada under the amended CPA

1. With delivery of nine CRJ900s in 2020
2. As of January 14, 2019, the Extended Service Program was completed on eight Dash 8-300s which are earning lease revenue under the CPA. The remaining 11 aircraft will gradually be completed 

by December 31, 2022 and will earn lease revenue under the amended CPA (see slide 8)
3. Amended CPA includes methodology to determine fair market value lease rates from 2026-2030; lease rates will be set in 2026 using this methodology

CONTRACTED LEASE REVENUE GROWS TO ~$1.6 BILLION

See cautionary statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4.
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CPA
2019-2020

Amended
CPA

2019-2020

CPA
2021-2025

Amended
CPA

2021-2025

CPA
2026-2035

Amended
CPA

2026-2035

CPA
2036 and
beyond

Amended
CPA 2036

and
beyond

TOTAL
CPA

Total
Amended

CPA

$253 $266

$593

$748

$134

$577

0 $19

$980

$1,610

Minimum Contracted Aircraft Leasing Revenue 
(Millions CAD$)

 Up to ~$1.6 billion in future contracted 
lease revenue

 Includes ~$630 million in incremental 
contracted commitments with the 
following fleet:

▪ Of the 34 Q400s on lease today:
• 3 aircraft removed at end of current leases in 

2023
• 12 aircraft extended to 2030
• 19 Q400 aircraft with a fair market value put 

and call right to Air Canada at end of current 
lease (ending lease periods ranging from 
2025 to 2028)

▪ 9  CRJ900s added to the fleet in 2020

▪ 5 aircraft added in 2025 at market rents 
(type to be determined)

▪ Opportunity to lease more aircraft to Air 
Canada through the amended CPA post 
2025

Contracted Lease Revenue
of ~$1.6 Billion

Increased Total Value of ~$630 M

INCREMENTAL CONTRACTED LEASE REVENUE OF UP TO ~$630 MILLION

See cautionary statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4.
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▪ Current lease commitments beyond 2025 leave substantial room for additional lease extensions/renewals on current and possibly new aircraft to Air Canada in 
amended CPA

▪ Lease expiry of each aircraft is concurrent with full debt repayment; no exposure for Chorus on debt 

▪ 19 Q400 aircraft with a fair market value put and call right to Air Canada at end of current lease (ending lease periods ranging from 2025 to 2028)

Significant Leasing Opportunity
as each Aircraft Lease under the CPA Expires

Year end fleet counts 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035

Chorus-owned 75-78 seat aircraft 
earning leasing revenue under CPA

39 481 48 48 45 45 501 44 39 31 26 26 14 5 5 5 5

Chorus-owned Dash 8-300 aircraft2 

(50-seat aircraft) earning leasing 
revenue under CPA

16 17 18 19 19 19 19 - - - - - - - - - -

Chorus-owned aircraft with expired 
leases 3, 4 

- - - - 3 3 3 28 33 41 46 46 58 67 67 67 67

Total CPA-related owned aircraft 
available

55 65 66 67 67 67 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72 72

1 Includes 9 CRJ900s acquired and leased in 2020 and 5 aircraft to be determined acquired and leased in 2025.
2 As of January 14, 2019, the Extended Service Program was completed on eight Dash 8-300s which are earning lease revenue under the CPA. The remaining 11 aircraft will gradually be completed by December 31,
2022 and will earn lease revenue under the amended CPA.

3 Owned Chorus aircraft that have their lease expire under the amended CPA.  These aircraft have the potential for re-lease with Air Canada or other third parties, sale or part out.
4 Aircraft debt is fully paid off with each lease expiry, including the 3 Q400s removed in 2023.

Average of 33 Average of 7

Average of 52

OPPORTUNITIES FOR INCREMENTAL REVENUE AT END OF LEASES

See cautionary statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4.
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2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
2026 

ONWARD

DASH 8-100 - - - - - - - -

DASH 8-300 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 -

CRJ900 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 -

Q400 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 -

CRJ200 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 -

Type TBD 80

TOTAL 105 105 105 105 105 105 105 80

Amended CPA 

Current CPA 

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
2026 

ONWARD

DASH 8-100 15 15 12 12 4 1 - -

DASH 8-300 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 -

CRJ900 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 -

Q400 44 49 49 49 49 49 49 -

CRJ200 10 - - - - - - -

TOTAL 116 111 108 108 100 97 96 -

▪ Enhanced relevance to Air Canada with 
CRJ200 regional AC Express capacity 
reallocated to Jazz

▪ Further fleet modernization and transition to 
larger gauge equipment with the Dash 8-
100s exiting the fleet earlier

▪ All owned Dash 8-300 aircraft maintained as 
covered fleet until 2025

▪ Minimum covered fleet of 105 determines 
fixed fee revenue floor; set at $75.5 million 
in each of 2019 and 2020, given substantial 
fleet transitions and averages $61.6 million 
from 2021-25

▪ Minimum covered fleet of 80 aircraft in the 
75-78 seat range provides minimum revenue 
floor of $399 million over extended term 
from 2026-35

Significant Footprint within
Air Canada Regional Network 

under Amended CPA

Operating aircraft in fleet may be higher than the minimum covered fleet commitment, particularly in the early years as fleet transition occurs.

MINIMUM COVERED FLEET COMMITMENT PROVIDES CERTAINTY

See cautionary statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4.
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▪ $858 million of total contracted fixed 
fee revenue under amended CPA
based on minimum fleet 
commitment

▪ $310 million in incremental 
contracted fixed fees due to the 
extended contract term

▪ Near-term fixed fee reductions of 
above-market rates more than offset 
by term extension renewal

▪ +/- $2 million range for annual rate-
setting ensures predictability 
(previous agreement had no limit on 
annual variance)

Significant Contracted
Fixed Fee Revenue under 

Amended CPA

CPA
2019-2020

Amended
CPA

2019 -2020

CPA
2021-2025

Amended
CPA

2021 -2025

Amended
CPA

2026-2035

Total CPA Total
Amended

CPA

$223 

$151

$325 $308 

$399 

$548 

$858 

Minimum Contracted Fixed Fee Revenue
(Millions CAD$)

Incremental Value of $310 M

INCREMENTAL $310 MILLION IN CONTRACTED FIXED FEE REVENUE

See cautionary statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4.
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Regional Aircraft Leasing

Serving global demand for regional aircraft
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New to Mid-Life Aircraft

Customers

Long-Term Leases

Low Cost Capital

Highly Experienced Team

▪ Acquire modern technology, high demand, marketable aircraft

▪ Use sale leasebacks to build airline relationships

▪ Use skyline purchases to reduce aircraft acquisition costs

▪ Build geographic, customer and product diversity

▪ Seek airline customers with high credit quality and/or strong prospects

▪ Employ collaborative approach to working with airlines

▪ Target 5 to 10 years to provide significant visibility into future

▪ Conduct rigorous and thorough credit review

▪ Aim to recover aircraft costs over first lease

▪ Seek debt financing from a variety of sources

▪ Match financing and lease term for risk hedge where feasible

▪ Reserve capital for select deals to allow for opportunistic purchasing

▪ Develop team with significant industry experience

▪ Leverage relationships with over 100 airlines

KEY STRATEGIES TO DRIVE GROWTH
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Portfolio 
Acquisition

▪ Purchase of existing assets and leases from existing Lessors

Airline Sale 
Leaseback

▪ Sale and leaseback of existing or future aircraft deliveries

Skyline Leases ▪ Direct purchase from manufacturers for subsequent lease to airlines

There are a significant number of profitable lease transactions available to CAC.

See cautionary statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4.

SOURCES OF SUPPLY FOR CAC TRANSACTIONS
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CHORUS HAS BECOME A SIGNIFICANT PLAYER IN REGIONAL AIRCRAFT LEASING

0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

6,000

7,000

NAC GECAS Chorus DAE Elix GTLK Falko TrueNoord Avmax Regional
One

6,470

1,880

1,300

876
735 694 671 475 381 330

Portfolio Value
(US$ mm)

* Includes regional aircraft only.
* Values Taken from Ascend Portfolio tracker Q1- 2019 and Ascend Global lessor data and rankings. Values reflect Half life CMV of owned and managed fleet.
* Chorus value includes 34 aircraft acquired and leased by Chorus Aviation Capital, and aircraft in respect of which Chorus earns leasing revenue under the capacity purchase agreement

between its subsidiary, Jazz Aviation LP, and Air Canada.
* Falko value shown does not include recently announced purchase of 49 regional jets from Avolon.

Chorus is now the third largest regional aircraft lessor
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REGIONAL AIRCRAFT LEASING – PORTFOLIO

▪ Committed fleet of 
34 aircraft 

▪ $760 million USD 
aircraft acquired1

▪ Approximately $600 
million USD in future 
contracted lease 
revenue1

▪ Weighted average 
fleet age of 3 years1

▪ Weighted average 
remaining lease term 
of 8 years1

▪ ~96% debt is fixed 
rate or hedged with 
swap2

▪ Weighted average 
cost of borrowing of 
4.65%2

North 
America:
3 Aircraft

South 
America:
3 Aircraft

Africa:
5 Aircraft

Asia:
10 Aircraft

Europe:
10 Aircraft

Oceania:
3 Aircraft

1Includes all 34 aircraft. Fleet age and remaining lease term is calculated based on the weighted-average of aircraft net book value. See cautionary statement regarding forward-
looking information on slide 2. 
2Reflects actual borrowings as at December 31, 2018 only. Chorus also has the ability to adjust lease rate as a result of changes in variable interest rates on certain of its leases.
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REGIONAL AIRCRAFT LEASING – PORTFOLIO

By Customer1 By Aircraft Type1

1Includes aircraft which have yet been delivered but for which lease agreements have been signed.   See cautionary statement regarding 
forward-looking information on slide 2.
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MRO Services

New Opportunities

SYNERGIES CREATE ADDITIONAL VALUE AND OPPORTUNITY
Our competitive differentiator
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Contact

Nathalie Megann
Vice President, Investor Relations and Corporate Affairs

nmegann@chorusaviation.ca
(902) 873-5094
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Appendices
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Three months ended

September 30,

2018 2017
(expressed in thousands of Canadian dollars, except earnings per share)

$ $

Operating revenue

Passenger 336,946 324,216

Other 29,750 19,469

366,696 343,685

Operating expenses

Salaries, wages and benefits 113,080 108,756

Depreciation and amortization 29,950 27,149

Aircraft maintenance materials, supplies and services 56,421 44,073

Airport and navigation fees

Aircraft rent 24,592 23,980

Terminal handling services 4,924 5,936

Other 36,711 31,784

310,669 287,673

Operating income 56,027 56,012

Nine months ended 

September 30,

2018 2017

$ $

1,003,083 948,932

89,448 47,235

1,092,531 996,167

339,866 334,522

89,557 71,747

127,307 127,962

73,162 75,711

16,386 21,719

106,454 107,060

937,540 873,282

154,991 122,885

184,808 134,561

44,991 45,995

INCOME STATEMENT | Q3 2018
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Three months ended

September 30,

2018 2017
(expressed in thousands of Canadian dollars, except earnings per share)

$ $

Non-operating (expenses) income

Interest revenue 876 651

Interest expense (14,863) (12,283

(Loss) gain on disposal of property and equipment (194) 3

Foreign exchange gain (loss) 11,384 31,837

Other - -

(2,797) 20,208

Income before income taxes 53,230 76,220

Income tax (expense) recovery

Current income tax (1,475) (188)

Deferred income tax (8,033) 3,273

(9,508) 3,085

Net income 43,722 79,305

Earnings per share, basic 0.31 0.64

Earnings per share, diluted 0.31 0.62

Nine months ended September 30,

2018 2017

$ $

1,925 1,343

(43,374) (31,513)

(186) (184)

(22,724) 61,844

500 687

(63,859) 32,177

(1,658) (1,275)

(24,505) (6,467)

(26,163) (7,742)

64,969 147,320

0.48 1.20

0.47 1.17

91,132 155,062

INCOME STATEMENT | Q3 2018
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2018 2017

$ $

Assets

Current assets

Cash 178,601 71,249

Accounts receivable – trade and other 75,822 77,397

Inventories 53,540 51,543

Prepaid expenses and deposits 16,931 12,920

Income tax receivable 642 2,268

Total current assets 325,536 215,377

Restricted cash 16,836 20,383

Property and equipment 1,821,384 1,742,674

Intangibles 2,164 2,392

Goodwill 7,150 7,150

Deferred income tax asset 4,094 3,022

Other long-term assets 48,469 34,827

2,225,633 2,025,825

As at September 30, As at December 31, 

BALANCE SHEET | Q3 2018 (cont’d)
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2018 2017

$ $

Liabilities

Current liabilities

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 200,7889 210,809

Current portion of obligations under finance leases 2,904 2,762

Current portion of long-term incentive plan 5,466 5,844

Current portion of long-term debt 131,575 118,729

Current portion of consideration payable - 4,387

Dividends payable 5,632 5,014

Income tax payable 571 -

Total current liabilities 347,037 347,545

Obligations under finance leases 3,203 5,219

Long-term debt 1,024,054 996,080

Convertible Units 194,101 193,540

Deferred income tax liability 162,746 135,740

Other long-term liabilities 65,853 65,679

1,796,994 1,743,803

Equity 428,639 282,022

2,225,633 2,025,825

As at December 31, As at September 30,

BALANCE SHEET| Q3 2018 (cont’d)
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INDICATIVE SEGMENT RESULTS

   Airline 

   Operations

  Regional 

   Aircraft 

   Leasing

   Total
  Airline 

   Operations

      Regional 

     Aircraft 

   Leasing

   Total

$ $ $    $     $    $

Operating Revenue 1,035,713          56,818               1,092,531 981,899 14,268 996,167

Operating Expenses 908,049             29,491               937,540 864,708 8,574 873,282

Operating Income 127,664             27,327               154,991 117,191 5,694 122,885

Net interest expense (27,588)              (13,861)              (41,449) (27,236) (2,934) (30,170)

Other1 (22,552)              142                    (22,410) 65,528 (3,181) 62,347

Earnings before Income tax 77,524               13,608               91,132 155,483 (421) 155,062

Income tax (expense) recovery (23,806)              (2,357)                (26,163) (8,424) 682 (7,742)

Net Income 53,718               11,251               64,969 147,059 261 147,320

Depreciation and amortization  68,780               20,777               89,557 66,137 5,610 71,747

Employee separation program 5,147                 -                     5,147 9,365 -                         9,365

Adjusted EBITDA2 201,591             48,104               249,695 192,693 11,304 203,997

Unrealized foreign exchange loss (gain) 16,613               -                     16,613 (63,226) -                         (63,226)

Employee separation program 5,147                 -                     5,147 9,365 -                         9,365

Foreign exchange gain on cash held for deposit -                     -                     -                     (1,646) -                         (1,646)

Adjusted EBT2 99,284               13,608               112,892 99,976 (421) 99,555

Adjusted Net Income2 75,478          11,251          86,729 91,552 261 91,813

For the nine months ended September 30, 2017

(Unaudited)

(In thousands of Canadian dollars)

For the nine months ended September 30, 2018

1Other includes foreign exchange expense and gain/loss on disposal of property and equipment.
2This is a non-GAAP measure – refer to slide 3 for disclosures on Non-GAAP measures.
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Long history in flying operations with strong industry relationships – competitive advantage

Voyageur Airways

▪ Voyageur provides specialized contracted flying services
▪ Flying ACMI missions around the world for over 12 years
▪ Blue-chip customers
▪ World-renowned reputation for superior safety standards and operational integrity
▪ Contracted services done with Canadian licenses, certification and designations

Jazz Aviation

▪ Jazz is Air Canada’s primary regional supplier, ~74% of their regional capacity
▪ Larger Q400s and CRJ-900s decrease per-seat costs
▪ Air Canada’s Q400 fleet consolidated into Jazz
▪ Chorus owns majority of CPA aircraft – unique in Canadian regional industry
▪ Provides Air Canada with flexibility to respond quickly and efficiently to change
▪ Solidify Air Canada’s brand presence at 36 airports across Canada

CONTRACTED FLYING OPERATIONS | Summary
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Air Canada 

▪ Purchases capacity

▪ Manages routes

▪ Sets flight schedules

▪ Sets ticket pricing

▪ Conducts marketing

▪ Assumes commercial risk

▪ Retains revenue from passenger and cargo sales

▪ Pays Jazz for aircraft capacity

▪ Provides crews, airframe maintenance, flight operations, some airport 
operations, and general administration

▪ Scope of operation

• ~700 daily flights

• 78 destinations in North America

• Fleet of 116 aircraft

▪ ~ 74% of Air Canada’s regional seat capacity

▪ Three types of flying missions

• Smaller markets with less demand

• High density markets at off-peak times

• Point-to-point services on lower density routes

▪ Safe, reliable and customer-friendly operation

Air Canada Express – operated by Jazz

AIR CANADA EXPRESS | Responsibilities
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▪ JTS provides opportunity to grow as separate profit centre
▪ New, industry-leading maintenance collective agreement
▪ Traditional heavy maintenance 
▪ 24/7 operation enabling quick aircraft turnaround times
▪ Facility has capacity for additional work
▪ Authorized Service Facility for Bombardier Regional Aircraft
▪ Embraer 135 & 145 heavy maintenance certification
▪ Opportunity to generate incremental revenue and strengthen bottom line

▪ Transport Canada, FAA and European Aviation Safety Agency approved
▪ Transport Canada certified Canadian Design Approval Organization
▪ Operating from a 200,000 square foot facility in North Bay, ON
▪ Supplemental Type Certificates for Dash 8-100/200/300s and Dash 7s
▪ Capability to conduct MRO work on all Bombardier regional aircraft
▪ Avparts division provides organic growth
▪ Avparts complements MRO divisions at Voyageur and Jazz

Jazz Technical Services (JTS)

Voyageur Aerotech and Avparts

MAINTENACE REPAIR AND OVERHAUL (MRO) AND PARTS | Summary
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▪ Canada’s Safest Employers 2018 – silver in the Transportation and Psychological Safety categories

▪ Canada’s Best Diversity Employers 2018-2012

▪ Canada’s Top Employers for Young People 2019-2014

▪ Atlantic Canada’s Top 25 Employers 2019-2012

▪ Nova Scotia’s Top 15 Employers 2018-2012

▪ Canada’s Safest Employers 2017 – gold in the Transportation category

▪ Jazz received top Airline Reliability Performance Awards:

• CRJ100/200 Aircraft Programs for North America

• CRJ700/900/1000 Aircraft Programs for North America

▪ Recognized in 2016 as one of North America’s top five on-time performing regional airlines

▪ APEX award for “Excellence in Publication” recognizing “Focus on Safety”

JAZZ INDUSTRY RECOGNITION
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2

4

3

5

1 Resilient Demand Expectations with a Broad User Base

― The 70-130 seat fleet is expected to grow ~4-5% per year over the next 20 years(1)

― ~20% to 25% regional aircraft manufactured are leased vs. ~40% to 50% narrow-body aircraft – solid growth potential

Attractive Aircraft Type for Shorter Routes

― Regional aircraft allow airlines to optimize aircraft size and reduce per-seat cost 

― ~50% of global passengers fly on trips below 500 miles and ~30% of global passengers fly on trips below 300 miles(2)

Geographically Diverse Demand Dynamics

― Economic growth in emerging markets is expected to significantly outpace those in advanced economies

― The emergent urban middle classes in these areas present a real opportunity to expand air travel capabilities which will require the use of turboprop and 
regional jet aircraft

Stable Supply

― Historical deliveries of regional aircraft have been relatively consistent

― Regional aircraft projected deliveries are stable

Ability to Hold Values Over Time Due to No Significant Changes to Regional Aircraft Technology

― Values of regional jets and turboprops have proved less volatile relative to most narrow body aircraft

(1) Embraer Market Outlook 2016-2035; (2)OAG 2012
See cautionary statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4.

REGIONAL AIRCRAFT: A highly attractive leased asset
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Air Travel to Double in the Next 15 Years(1)

▪ Strong and resilient passenger traffic growth, with air 
volume growth having outperformed GDP growth by 
~2.0x over the past 10 years(2)

▪ 20-year world annual traffic growth forecast of 4.5%(1)

▪ Supports strong growth in aircraft deliveries over the 
forecast horizon

World annual traffic (trillion RPK)
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Increased Use of Operating Leases(3)

▪ Positive dynamics in aircraft leasing, driven by increase 
in global fleet and proportion of leased aircraft

Sources: (1) Airbus Global Market Forecast (2016), (2) IATA, Oxford Economics, (3) CAPA Fleets, AVITAS Estimates, (4) ICAO (1983 – 2013) and IATA December 2015 (2014-15)
See cautionary statement regarding forward-looking information on slide 4.

REGIONAL LEASING IS IN DEMAND
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Delivering regional aviation to the world
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Turboprop (TP)

Regional Jet (RJ) 61-120 Passengers

Narrow Body (NB)

83% of NB flights 

are beyond 500 km

63% of RJ61-120 

flights are beyond 

500 km

83% of TP flights 

are below 500 km

Source: (1) OAG 2012, (2)  Boeing / Bombardier

Worldwide Flight Distribution By Aircraft Type(1) Worldwide Distribution of Aircraft by Type(2)

▪ 50% of world passengers fly less than 500 miles

▪ 60% of the world's communities linked with regional aircraft

▪ Regional aircraft fleet is ~23% of total commercial fleet

14,900

5,000

5,900 

Narrow Body
(NB)

Wide Body
(WB)

Regional Aircraft
(RJ/TP)

TP

RJ

REGIONAL AIRCRAFT CREATE EFFICIENT TRANSPORT NETWORKS
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Regional Aircraft Leasing Focus

▪ Smaller ticket size per aircraft

▪ Core OEM relationships with ATR, Bombardier and Embraer

▪ Core customer relationships with regional airlines

▪ Trading is less prevalent as leases / loans have been historically of longer 
duration

▪ Focus on larger aircraft allows for faster deployment of capital

▪ Core OEM relationships with Airbus and Boeing

▪ Core customer relationship with mainline airlines

▪ Regional aircraft portfolios are non-core and were often established to build 
scale during growth stages

Source: Company websites, Airfleets, Chorus management estimates

Commercial Aircraft Leasing Focus

Non-Core Regional Presence

Transactions / Year: Approximately 1,500 aircraft; $100bn

Percent Leases: Approximately 40+%

Comments: NB – Narrow body / WB – Wide body / Passenger Cargo

Transactions / Year: Approximately 300 aircraft; $10bn

Percent Leases: Approximately 20% – 25%

Comments: TP – Turboprops / RJ – Regional Jets / 61 – 120 seats

Few Competitors

Note:  This is not a complete list of regional aircraft lessors (for illustrative purposes only).

35+ Competitors

/
Note: This is not a complete list of regional aircraft lessors (for illustrative purposes only).

REGIONAL LEASING IS NOT CORE FOR MANY COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT LESSORS
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